Why Opt for a Paid Consultation?
This consultation is about saving you time and money, to optimize your goals and chances of success.
You’ve probably spent valuable time and energy trying to determine your immigration options. But U.S.
immigration is complex, fact-specific and ever changing. For these reasons and because the correct options
and actions will determine your future, we recommend that you take advantage of our paid consultation.
During the consult, we will:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Evaluate the facts of your case and review your immigration documents;
Answer questions that you might have about your options;
Explain the immigration benefits for which you may qualify;
Provide you with documents to assist you in reviewing your options;
Help you plan your successful immigration strategy;
Provide you with an estimate of the fees and costs should you choose to retain us.

Once Retained, What Does Your Immigration Services Include?
No two immigration cases are the same. Nevertheless, if you retain the Marks Gray Immigration team, our
general services include the following:
● Develop a clear and effective strategy for your case and filing timeline;
● Identify specific evidence that will enhance your case;
● Meet, communicate, guide and assist you to answer questions and strategize throughout
the evidence-gathering and preparation process;
● Communicate, review, edit, collect, refine and organize the best evidence for your case;
● Provide guidance and assistance in the preparation of documents/information;
● Provide you with information and tools to help you understand the process;
● Draft and assist obtaining necessary support letters and expert opinions or evaluations;
● Draft a comprehensive petition letter that cohesively presents the strength of your case;
● Prepare a persuasive and probative evidence packet and supporting documents;
● Ensure that your final evidence fulfills the known legal requirements;
● Submit your application and monitor case progress;
● Communicate with immigration agencies and officers on your behalf; and
● Keep you informed of pertinent changes in policies, interpretations and procedures at relevant
government agencies.

We look forward to assisting you!

